
       Understanding what anger is will help us with how to overcome anger issues. Anger is a primary human emotion, just 
like happiness and sadness. One usually feels angry when they don’t get their way or feel disappointed. Other forms of anger 
are irritation, rage, and pent-up regret. Anger has gained a  bad  reputation,  but  it  has  bene�cial  areas  too.  In  many  
instances the very situation that agitates you can be channelized to motivate and inspire. For example, your frustration 
from watching your friend being bullied can make you start an anti-bullying campaign in your school.

Anger can be quite powerful, and you can feel the pressure building inside of you.  People express anger in many ways – by 
shouting, throwing things, being violent, hurling verbal abuses and insults, or going completely quiet. Some people internalize 
their rage and will hurt themselves by cutting or harming themself in some way. You may �nd yourself hurting people around 
you, and often it ruins relationships and the social environment. When one has no control over what they’re saying or doing 
when angry, it can be safe to say the person has anger issues and needs to learn how to overcome anger issues. 

To overcome anger issues, in other words, it means to gain control over it.

The causes of being angry di�ers from person 
to person. Identify what a�ects you from the list below:

Step
1

Take the time to think about the above. Once you understand your triggers, you will be able to 
handle it better.

What situations make you angry?
Do your friends and/or classmates make you angry?
What makes you furious at home?
What situations make you agitated at school?
Do you tend to get angry when hungry, tired, etc.?
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Step
2

Let’s look at the next layer of anger; 
a lot of the intensity comes from this one. 
Think about:What about the situation makes you angry:

Wrongfully accused or blamed
Interrupted when speaking or concentrating
Losing a game/competition
Being verbally abused or bullied
Physically hit or bullied
Unfairly treated
Feeling let down or disappointed in self

Violation of moral principles
Risky behaviour of a loved one
When someone does not reciprocate what you have done
When someone does not do what you want them to
Looks away when you are speaking
Something unexpected
Bad results or news

Causes

Identifying Triggers
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Once you have identi�ed the above, you will probably �nd it’s the same 1-3 triggers bringing up your anger in di�erent 
situations or time intervals. Now, you must use the techniques described below to control and prevent these triggers 
from escalating. 

E�ective anger management techniques:

Your anger outbursts can frighten your loved ones and others around you and really hurt your relationships with them. 
It’s essential to be in control of your anger. Every person has the ability to control their anger; it requires action and e�ort.

Breathing technique – Immediately resort to this when you feel 
irritated or angry. This can be done anytime, anywhere. Follow 
this technique – take a big long deep breath (like the smelling 
your favourite fragrance or a flower), hold it for a 1-second, and 
blow out from your mouth gradually. Do 10-15 rounds.

Think before acting – Walk away from the situation. Disengag-
ing from the person and situation is a great way to divert your 
mind.

Activate your other senses – this can help in bringing changes 
to your thinking patterns and situation so that the anger does 
not escalate. Such as drinking cold water, going in for a cold 
shower, sucking on candy, or munching. You could even listen to 
upbeat music, play a game.

Indulge in physical movement or brisk exercise – when you 
feel a surge of fury in your body or where you feel like throwing 
something or someone. Channelize that into spot jogging or 
moving your body fast like doing jumping jacks. try squeezing a 
stress ball.

Playing a sport, swimming- going for a run, hitting the gym any 
other physical activity regularly is a great way to let of steam and 
agitation.

Express your anger by writing about it, journaling, or maybe 
through creating art.

In Conclusion, it’s important to accept that life will not always go your way! Mastering control over your anger  can 
take some time and e�ort. But with persistence, you will be in control of your rage, instead of it being the other 
way around.


